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Words of the Month
If You Can Dream It, You Can Do It.
Management Dept.
Be Careful of Getting Heat Stroke!!
We are having hot days recently. During this time of year, we hear a lot about heat stroke
on the news. Symptoms of heat stroke are hard to notice, so it can be fatal. Follow the
instructions below to prevent getting it.
① Maintain Health When you have a slight cold or don’t have good sleep, refrain from
going outside and exercise, especially during hot daytime.
② Dress Appropriately Wear comfortable and breathable clothes, and put on a hat
outside.
③ Stay Hydrated When you feel thirsty, your body has lost a lot of water already. Drink
water regularly. Also, you lose salt in your sweat, so taking salt or isotonic drink is highly recommended.
④ Mind Age Children and elderly people can get heat stroke easily. Mind age and take preventive actions.

If
」you get heat stroke…

・Move to the cool shade of tress or inside of a room ・Loosen the clothes and rest
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・Cool you’re your body ・Get hydrated (isotonic drink is good for salt intake)

Visa Renewal and Permanent Visa
Shin-Ei helps applications for visa renewal and permanent visa. Common
questions from visa applicants are “Why do I get only a year extension for my
visa?” or “How come I don’t get permanent visa?” The Immigration Office makes
decisions for visa, so there is no simple answer. But, the followings are some
examples we have experienced.
<Those Who Got Only 1 Year Extension>
①They did not pay taxes When renewing visa, you need to submit a tax
payment certification of the last 2 years. But, if you have any unpaid taxes
before that, you might have to submit a tax payment certification to the Immigration
Office until you pay all unpaid taxes.
②They did not pay national insurance Even if you join social insurance currently, the Immigration
Office checks any unpaid national insurance in the past. In this case, you might need to 管理
submit
the
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list of unpaid national insurance. A person only got a year extension because a family member living
together didn’t pay.
<Those Who Didn’t Get Permanent Visa>
①Their income was low If your income is too low compared to the number of dependents living in
Japan and other countries, you might not get permanent visa.
②They didn’t pay automobile tax Same as residence tax, if you haven’t paid automobile tax, you
might not get permanent visa.
Again, the Immigration Office decides about visa. There is no simple solution because each person has
different situations. But, we recommend you to pay taxes so that you are less likely to have difficulties for
visa applications.
（総務部経理課より）
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Training for Career Advance

The revised Worker Dispatch Law became effective in 2015, and a dispatching
agency is required to provide systematic training to their dispatched employees. The
training has to be given for the first 3 years, more than 1 occasion every year and more
than 8 hours a year.
Shin-Ei has developed e-learning training system in Japanese, Portuguese and
English. We will give you a training notification with salary statement. If you receive it,
please take it.

